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Abstract. This paper addresses the diagnosability problem of dis-
tributed discrete event systems. Until now, the problem of diag-
nosability has always been solved by considering centralised ap-
proaches, monolithic systems. These approaches do not use the fact
that real monitored systems are generally modelled in a distributed
manner. In this paper, we propose a framework for the diagnosability
analysis of such systems: we study the diagnosability of the system
using the fact that it is based on a set of communicating components.
In the case where the system is not diagnosable, we also want to
provide more accurate information in order to better understand the
causes.

1 INTRODUCTION

For many years, the problem of fault diagnosis in monitored discrete
event system has been receiving an increasing interest from both the
Model-Based Diagnosis and the Control communities. The results
from the Control community mainly consist of theoretical proper-
ties about diagnosability of such systems [7, 9, 5, 10] and in the
meantime, the Model-Based Diagnosis community focuses on the
feasibility of diagnosis approaches for discrete event systems in real
applications [1, 6, 11]. Until now, the diagnosability analysis has al-
ways been based on a central approach: the knowledge about the sys-
tem is assumed to be a monolithic transition system, an automaton.
Dealing with real applications of the field such as telecommunica-
tion networks, power distribution networks, the hypothesis is clearly
unrealistic because of the size of those applications. Moreover, the
diagnosability property is not studied by taking into account the fact
that such systems are distributed.

The objective of this paper is to fill two gaps. Firstly, it addresses
the problem of diagnosability by taking into account properties of
distributed discrete event systems. In that respect, we introduce the
notion of local diagnosabilitydefined on a component and its neigh-
bourhood in the distributed system and define a relationship with the
global diagnosability of the system. With the help of the local diag-
nosability, we propose to analyse the diagnosability of the system in
a decentralised way. The main idea consists in checking the diagnos-
ability locally with the help of alocal verifier. If no conclusion can be
provided, the local verifier is successively merged with the verifiers
of the neighbourhood until we can conclude. The second objective of
this analysis is about the conclusion in itself: instead of providing a
yes/no answer, we want to provide accurate reasons in the case where
the system is not diagnosable.

The paper is presented as follows. Section 2 describes the model
formalism used in the paper. Section 3 briefly introduces the diag-
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nosability property we want to check. Section 4 describes the decen-
tralised framework which will serve to analyse the diagnosability of
any given system, followed by an algorithm using this framework in
section 5. The paper ends with the description of an example (section
6) and some related works (section 7).

2 MODEL OF THE SYSTEM

The kind of systems we consider is a set of components which evolve
by the occurrence of events. The components can communicate with
each other by exchanging events. Such a discrete event system can
be modelled as a set of automata, each automaton representing the
model of a component, i.e. alocal model. The formalism presented
below is equivalent to the one of [7].

Definition 1 A local model Γi is an automaton Γi =
(Qi, Ei, Ti, q0i) where:

• Qi is a finite set of states;
• Ei is the set of events occurring onΓi;
• Ti ⊆ Qi × Ei ×Qi is the set of transitions;
• q0i is the initial state.

The setEi can be divided into three disjoint sets.

1. Fi are thefaultyevents. A faultfi ∈ Fi can only occur inΓi.
2. Oi are theobservableevents. An eventoi ∈ Oi can only occur in

Γi.
3. Ci are thecommunicationevents.
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Figure 1. Model of a system defined by three local models

Figure 1 presents a system composed of three local models defined
as above. The eventsfi are the fault events, the eventsci are the
communication events and the eventsoi are the observable events.



We call asubsystemany non-empty set of components of the sys-
tem. The model of a subsystem is defined by the set of the local
models of its components and an operation based on the synchro-
nised product of the local models. Given the local models and the
synchronisation operation, it is possible to obtain a unique automa-
ton representing the whole subsystem: this automaton is called the
global modelof the subsystem. Before introducing the global model,
we present a general predicate for the synchronisation of component
transitions. For the reason of clarity in the synchronisation definition,
we consider that for each states of each local model, the transition
s

ε−→ s exists whereε is the null event. Such a transition allows
the component to stay in its state whereas other components may
change their own internal state. Given(t1, . . . , tm) am-uple of tran-
sitions andE a set ofsynchronisedevents (s.t.ε 6∈ E), the predi-
cateSync((t1, . . . , tm), E) defines the synchronised conditions on
(t1, . . . , tm) as follows. Letev(t) be the event labellingt:

Sync((t1, . . . , tm), E) ≡ (∃j ∈ {1, . . . , m} :

ev(tj) 6∈ E ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m} \ {j} : ev(ti) = ε)

∨((∃j ∈ {1, . . . , m} : ev(tj) ∈ E) ∧ (∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m} :

(ev(ti) ∈ E ⇒ ev(ti) = ev(tj)) ∧ (ev(ti) 6∈ E ⇒ ev(ti) = ε))).

Roughly speaking,Sync((t1, . . . , tm), E) defines a synchronous
behaviour fort1, . . . , tm for every event ofE and an asynchronous
behaviour otherwise.

Let n be the number of local models of the system, the global
model of any subsystem{Γi1 , . . . , Γik} where {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆
{1, . . . , n}, k ≥ 1 is defined as follows.

Definition 2 The global modelof the subsystem is the automaton
γ = (Q, E, T, q0) where:

• Q ⊆ Qi1 × · · · ×Qik ; E =
Sik

j=i1
Ej ;

• q0 = (q0i1 × · · · × q0ik ) is the initial state;
• T ⊆ Ti1 × · · · × Tik is the set of transitions defined as follows:

(ti1 , . . . , tik ) ∈ T ≡ Sync((ti1 , . . . , tik ),
Sik

j=i1
Cj).

In the following, a transitiont = (ti1 , . . . , tik ) of a global model

will be noted(qi1 , . . . , qik )
e−→ (q′i1 , . . . , q′ik

) wheretij = qij

eij−→
q′ij

ande = ε if ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, eij = ε ande = eij if ∃j ∈
{1, . . . , k} : eij 6= ε.

The global model of a subsystem containing only a component is
the local model of this component. The global model of the system
(notedΓ) corresponds to the global model of the biggest subsystem.
To end with the characteristics of the considered systems, an assump-
tion is introduced.

Assumption 1 All the components of the system are free of observa-
tion starvation.

This assumption means first that from any state of a component,
it will emit observations in the future (the observable language of
the component is live) in all executions of the system and secondly
the first observation will be emitted in a finite delay (the number
of events occurring in all the components before the occurrence of
this observation is supposed to be finite). This assumption has two
purposes. Firstly, even if a component is modelled with silent cycles
(for compactness reasons), the assumption states that the probability
that during one execution the system stays in such a silent cycle is
null. Secondly, the assumption states that a component will only emit
a finite sequence of observable events between the occurrence of two
observable events from other components even if the component is
modelled with cycles of observable events.

3 DIAGNOSABILITY OF THE SYSTEM

There are several definitions of diagnosability depending on the kind
of systems and the diagnosis approach [7, 3, 2]. The model pre-
sented above is for monitored dynamical systems and the methods
used to diagnose those systems are on-line diagnosis approaches. In
that case, the well-suited diagnosability property to analyse is the
one of [7] which states that a system is diagnosable if, given a flow
of observations, it will be possible in a finite delay to diagnose all the
faults that have occurred on the monitored system.

3.1 Definitions

The diagnosability property we check is similar to the one of [7].

Definition 3 A faultf is diagnosable iff there is a finite numberl of
observations after the occurrence off , so that we are sure thatf has
effectively occurred.

Formally, letpf be a path of transitions inΓ from q0 ending with
the occurrence off to the stateqf and letsf be a path of transitions
in Γ from qf . Let Obs(p) be the observable sequence produced by
any transition pathp from q0 and letObs−1(p) be the set of pathsp′

from q0 in Γ such thatObs(p′) = Obs(p). f is diagnosable iff:

∀pf , sf ,∃l ∈ IN : |Obs(sf )| ≥ l⇒
(∀p ∈ Obs−1(pfsf ), f occurs in p).

Definition 4 A system is diagnosable iff every faultf is diagnosable.

3.2 Diagnosability for distributed DES

This section presents the diagnosability property of a system taking
into account the fact that the system is modelled as a set of automata.

Definition 5 A fault f occurring on a subsystem islocally diagnos-
ableiff there is a finite numberl of observations from the subsystem
after the occurrence off , so that we are sure thatf has effectively
occurred on the subsystem.

This diagnosability definition is similar to the one presented
above. The difference is that only the observations from the subsys-
tem are considered. Letγ be a subsystem, letObsγ(p) be the ob-
servable sequence obtained by the projection ofObs(p) (see above)
to the observable events ofγ and letObs−1

γ (p) be the set of pathsp′

in Γ such thatObsγ(p′) = Obsγ(p), thenf is locally diagnosable
iff:

∀pf , sf , ∃l ∈ IN : |Obsγ(sf )| ≥ l⇒
(∀p ∈ Obs−1

γ (pfsf ), f occurs in p).

Definition 6 A subsystem islocally diagnosableiff every fault oc-
curring on that subsystem is locally diagnosable in the subsystem.

By definition, if the subsystemγ is the system itself, the local di-
agnosability definition is equivalent to the diagnosability definition.

Proposition 1 Under the assumption 1, iff is locally diagnosable
on a subsystem thenf is diagnosable.

Proof: f is locally diagnosable in the subsystemγ, so there is a finite
numberl of observations from the subsystemγ after the occurrence
of f so that the occurrence off is sure. Because of the assumption 1,
each of thel observations from the subsystemγ occurs after a finite
number of observations from the other components. It follows that
the number of observations after the occurrence of thelth local one
is finite:f is diagnosable. 2
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4 DECENTRALISED FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present a framework for checking the diagnos-
ability of a fault F occurring on a componenti. The framework is
decentralised in the sense that the computation of the global modelΓ
of the system is not needed.

Definition 7 Thenon-deterministic local F-diagnoser∆F
i is a finite-

state machine∆F
i = (Q∆F

i
, E∆F

i
, T∆F

i
, q0

∆F
i

) where:

• Q∆F
i
⊆ Qi × {{F}, ∅}; E∆F

i
= Oi ∪ Ci;

• T∆F
i
⊆ Q∆F

i
× E∆F

i
×Q∆F

i
is the set of transitions;

• q0
∆F

i

= (q0i, ∅) is the initial state.

The transitions ofT∆F
i

are the transitions(q, f)
e−→ (q′, f ′)

reachable from the initial stateq0
∆F

i

= (q0i, ∅) such that: there

exists a transition pathq
uo1−→ q1 . . . qm−1

uom−→ qm
e−→ q′ in

the modelΓi with uoj 6∈ Oi ∪ Ci,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and f ′ =
f ∪ ({F} ∩ {uo1, . . . , uom}).

This local F -diagnoser is inspired from the non-deterministic
global diagnoser from [5]. This diagnoser is able to diagnose the fault
F given the sequence of observable and communication events pro-
duced by the component. Figure 2 shows thef1-diagnoser computed
from the local modelΓ1 (see Figure 1).

The purpose of theF -diagnoser is to be synchronised with itself
to obtain theF -verifier as follows.
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Figure 2. f1-diagnoser based on the local model of the component C1.

Definition 8 The local F -verifier VF
i is the automaton

(QVF
i

, EVF
i

, TVF
i

, q0VF
i

)

• QVF
i
⊆ Q∆F

i
×Q∆F

i
; EVF

i
= Oi ∪ (Ci × {left, right});

• q0F
Vi

= (q0
∆F

i

, q0
∆F

i

) is the initial state;

• TVF
i
⊆ T∆F

i
× T∆F

i
is the set of transitions defined as follows:

(tl, tr) ∈ TVF
i
≡ Sync((tl, tr), Oi).

TheF -verifier is obtained by synchronising the observable events
of two identicalF -diagnoser (aleft one and aright one). It follows
that theF -verifier contains non-synchronised communication events
from both diagnosers. A communication eventc from the left diag-
noser is noted(c, left) and a communication eventc from the right
diagnoser is noted(c, right). Figure 3 shows a part of thef1-verifier
based on thef1-diagnoser from Figure 2. In the figure, a communi-
cation event(c, left) is abbreviated by(c, l) and(c, right) is abbre-
viated by(c, r).
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Figure 3. Part of thef1-verifier based on thef1-diagnoser.

A transition path of theF -verifier represents two possible execu-
tions (communicating events) of the same component which produce
the same observable sequence regarding the potential occurrence of
the faultF . A state((x1, f1), (x2, f2)) of the F -verifier such that
f1 6= f2 is said to beF -ambiguous. Such a state means that there
exists at least two different executions of the same component which
produce the same observable sequence, one is faulty and the other is
not.

Proposition 2 If the F -verifier VF
i has no cycle ofF -ambiguous

states containing at least an observable event, thenF is locally di-
agnosable with respect to the component whereF occurs.

Proof: This result derives from [5]. If theF -verifier has no cycle
of F -ambiguous states with an observable inside, it means that the
occurrence ofF becomes certain after the occurrence of a finite set
of observable events from the component. 2

If there is such a cycle ofF -ambiguous states in theF -verifier, it
does not mean thatF is not locally diagnosable. Such a cycle may
exist inVF

i based on the assumption that every communication event
in the componentΓi can effectively occur. In order to be sure that a
fault is not locally diagnosable, we need to check if those communi-
cation events are valid with respect to the components which share
the events. Moreover, a communication event in a component can be
the cause of observable events from other components, so such an
event can be discriminating andF can be locally diagnosable in a
bigger subsystem containing the component where it might occur.

In the following, we present new data structures which help to
detect ifF is effectively locally diagnosable on a bigger subsystem.
We considerΓj a component different fromΓi, whereF does not
occur (F can only occur onΓi).

Definition 9 Thelocal diagnoser∆j of the componentΓj is a finite-
state machine∆j = (Q∆j , E∆j , T∆j , q0∆j

) where:

• Q∆j ⊆ Qj ; E∆j = Oj ∪ Cj ;
• T∆j ⊆ Q∆j × E∆j ×Q∆j ; q0∆j

= q0j .

The transitions ofT∆j are the transitionsq
e−→ q′ reachable from

the initial stateq0∆j
= q0j such that: there exists a transition path

q
uo1−→ q1 . . . qm−1

uom−→ qm
e−→ q′ in the modelΓj with uoj 6∈

Oj ∪ Cj ,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
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This diagnoser is able to follow the state of a component given the
sequence of observable and communication events produced by this
component. The only difference in the building of∆j and∆F

i is that
∆j does not contain any failure information.2

As for theF -diagnoser, we use∆j to compute the local verifier
Vj defined as follows.

Definition 10 The local verifier Vj is the automaton
(QVj , EVj , TVj , q0Vj

)

• QVj ⊆ Q∆j ×Q∆j is the finite set of states;
• EVj = Oj ∪ (Cj × {left, right});
• q0Vj

= (q0∆j
, q0∆j

) is the initial state;
• TVj ⊆ T∆j × T∆j is the set of transitions defined as follows:

(tl, tr) ∈ TVj ≡ Sync((tl, tr), Oj).

The computation ofVj based on∆j is strictly identical to the com-
putation ofVF

i given∆F
i . A transition path of a local verifier repre-

sents two possible executions (communicating events) of the same
component which produce the same observable sequence.

Merge of the verifiers In order to check the diagnosability ofF ,
the idea basically consists in merging the verifierVF

i with the veri-
fiersVj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i} to check the existence of ambiguous
cycles. The merge operation of two verifiers is based on a synchro-
nised product where the synchronisations are on the communication
events (theleft communication events ofVF

i with the left ones ofVj

and theright communication events ofVF
i with theright ones ofVj).

Given a path ofVF
i and a path ofVj , the result is a set of paths: each

path represents two possible executions of the subsystem{Γi, Γj}
which produce an identical observable sequence from the subsystem
{Γi, Γj}. The result of this merging is a verifier forF in the sub-
system{Γi, Γj}. To detect ifF is locally diagnosable in this new
verifier, it suffices to detect if there is no cycle of ambiguous states
which contains at least an observable event fromΓi and an observ-
able event fromΓj . If such a cycle does not exist, it means that after
a finite number of observations from{Γi, Γj} (necessarily coming
from bothΓi andΓj because of the assumption 1) the verifier is in
a non-ambiguous state, soF is locally diagnosable in{Γi, Γj}. We
can reiterate the same kind of reasoning to merge another verifierVk

with the one of{Γi, Γj} until we get theF verifier for the whole
system.

The next section describes an algorithm for checking the local di-
agnosability ofF using this framework. The main idea of the algo-
rithm is to detect ifF is locally diagnosable as soon as possible.

5 ALGORITHM

Given theF -verifier of the componentΓi whereF might occur, the
first operation is to delete the states and the transitions that are not
the cause of a diagnosability problem. The deletion is done with the
procedureDeleteNonAmbiguity . This procedure consists in keep-
ing only the paths from the initial state of the verifier to cycles of
ambiguous states which contain at least an observable event. Then,
the algorithm proceeds as follows. We need to check if those cy-
cles are valid or not according to the other components, so we need

2 The presented structure is the minimal one. If we need to have a deeper
analysis of theF diagnosability by comparing with the occurrence of other
faults and detecting ifF is not diagnosable because of another fault, we
can compute the diagnoser with fault information. This will result as an
increase of the complexity.

to validate or invalidate communication events. GivenΓj a com-
ponent which communicates with the componentΓi, its local veri-
fier Vj is computed. By synchronisation on communicating events
(Synchronise(V,Vj , Sync((t, tj), C)) (see the above section) be-
tweenV and Vj , a new verifier is obtained. The next operation
(AbstractCommunicationEvents) consists in deleting from this
new verifier the communication events that are only shared between
components inside this new verifier, they are not useful any more
because they cannot invalidate more paths in the future, this opera-
tion is interesting because it increases the efficiency of future merg-
ing by compacting the current verifier. We apply then the deletion
of the states and the transitions that are not the cause of a diagnos-
ability problem. This procedure consists here in keeping only the
paths from the initial state of the verifier to cycles of ambiguous
states which contain at least an observable event from each compo-
nent fromcompsOf (V). The process is reiterate untilV is empty or
there is at least a path inV with only observable events that contains a
cycle of ambiguous states (notDiagnosable predicate). Finally, ifV
is empty, it means that there is no cycle of ambiguous states (the last
call to DeleteNonAmbiguity has deleted every state, no cycle has
been found) which implies that the fault is locally diagnosable inside
the subsystem represented byV. If V is not empty, thenV contains
paths with only observable events. In that caseF is not locally diag-
nosable in the current subsystem, and because there is no more way
to invalidate those paths, it means thatF is not diagnosable in the
whole system.

Algorithm 1 Diagnosability analysis

Input: {Γ1, . . . , Γn} the decentralised model of the system
Input: F a fault event occurring on the componentΓi

Compute the F-verifierVF
i

V ← DeleteNonAmbiguity(VF
i )

M← {Γ1, . . . , Γn} \ {Γi}
while V 6= ∅ ∧M 6= ∅ ∧ notDiagnosable(V) do

TakeΓj fromM such thatΓj shares events withcompsOf (V)
ComputeVj ; Let C be the set of communication events(e, s) with
s ∈ {left, right} shared byV andVj

V ← Synchronise(V,Vj , Sync((t, tj), C))
V ← AbstractCommunicationEvents(V)
V ← DeleteNonAmbiguity(V)

end while
if V = ∅ then

return “F is diagnosable oncompsOf (V)”
else

DeletePathsContainingCommunicationEvents(V)
return “F is not diagnosable.” andreturn V.

end if

6 EXPLANATORY EXAMPLE

This section presents the diagnosability analysis of the model pre-
sented in Figure 1. The faultf1 occurs onΓ1. According to thef1-
verifier (see Figure 3), there are cycles of ambiguous states contain-
ing an observable event. After the merge of the three verifiers, the re-
sult is thatf1 is not diagnosable. The algorithm returns the observable
language represented in Figure 4 (the doubled circles are the accep-
tor states of an automaton representing a language). The considered
subsystem is the system itself.f1 cannot be discriminated from the
case where the system is not faulty: a sequence containing an infinite
number ofo4o3o2sequences can occur in both cases.
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Figure 4. Ambiguous observable language forf1.

The fault f2 occurs onΓ2. According to thef2-verifier, there are
cycles of ambiguous states containing the observable evento3. By
merging thef2-verifier with the local verifier ofΓ3, the ambiguous
cycles disappear. The main reason is that the occurrence off2 is de-
tected by the communication eventc2. In Γ3, c2 is detected by the
occurrence ofo5. As a consequence,f2 is diagnosed wheno5occurs.
f2 is therefore locally diagnosable on the subsystem{Γ2, Γ3}, so f2
is diagnosable.

7 RELATED WORKS

The diagnosability definition used in this paper has been introduced
in [7]. In order to check the diagnosability of a system, the au-
thors propose a centralised approach based on a global diagnoser.
Checking the diagnosability consists in detecting cycles of ambigu-
ous states in this diagnoser. The main problem of this approach is
its computational complexity. Firstly, the knowledge of the global
model is needed and secondly, the diagnoser computation is expo-
nential to the number of states in the global model. [5] and [10] pro-
pose new algorithms based on non-deterministic global diagnosers
with a complexity polynomial in the number of states in the global
model.

In [9, 4], the diagnosability is discussed on a system observed by
a set of sites. In that framework, a site still knows the global model
of the system and is able to only observe a certain type of observable
events and is in charge of diagnosing a subset of faults. If a site ob-
serves a subsystem on which a fault is locally diagnosable then the
fault is said to be decentrally diagnosable by the authors of [9].

In [3], another diagnosability property is specified: the system is
said to be diagnosable if for all relevant observation sequences there
is at least one minimal diagnosis. This diagnosability property is
checked by the resolution of a process algebra equation. This diag-
nosability property is more restrictive than the one of [7], it supposes
that the set of observations is completely known when the diagnosis
reasoning is applied and is not well-suited for monitored systems that
are diagnosed on-line.

In [2], another diagnosability property, similar to the one of [3], is
written as a problem of model-checking. The main idea of this paper
is to use the efficiency of symbolic model-checking tools to check di-
agnosability properties. This is a possible way for us to symbolically
implement our algorithm, by mixing the efficiency of a decentralised
approach and the efficiency of model-checking tools.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a framework for the diagnosability analysis of
distributed discrete event systems. Based on the diagnosability def-
inition of [7], the diagnosability checking is done thanks to a set of
local verifiers and without the need of a global model of the sys-
tem. This framework allows the analysis of bigger systems whose

global model is not implementable due to the huge number of states
in it. Secondly, the proposed approach focuses on the information to
provide if the system is not diagnosable. Our diagnosability analysis
provides more concise reasons why the system is not diagnosable by
giving an observation language for which a fault is not diagnosable.
This concision is due to the fact that we analyse the diagnosability in
a local manner and extend the analysis to its neighbourhood until we
find a set of scenarios that are not diagnosable.

The efficiency of the method has not been developed yet. When
dealing with decentralised approach, one main key point is to apply a
merging strategy, a reconstruction plan. This can be done in the same
way it is done in some diagnosis methods as proposed in [1] [11].
Another way to improve the efficiency of the approach is to use sym-
bolic techniques [8] or symbolic off-the-shelf model-checkers [2].

Two main perspectives could extend this work. The first one is the
use of such an approach to help in the synthesis of a diagnosable dis-
tributed DES. The second perspective is about the diagnosis of the
DES itself. Given a language of observations which is considered as
ambiguous for the diagnosis of one failure, we know that if we ob-
serve, at a given time, a sequence of observations that belongs to the
language, we have the guarantee that the failure cannot be discrimi-
nated and an on-line abstraction of the model is then possible.
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